
 

 

1 Вариант 

1. Reading. 

Прочитайте текст и укажите, являются ли предложения после него верными (True) 

или неверными (False). 

Home Safety. 

In the United States there’s a burglary almost every fifteen seconds, especially during the day 

when people aren’t at home. But don’t be afraid. There are a lot of things you can do to protect 

your house from burglars. First of all, you shouldn’t let people you don’t know into your home. 

You should always look through the peephole before you open the door. It’s also a bad idea to 

leave money, jewellery or keys next to windows. Always lock all doors and windows when you 

leave the house, and if possible, install an alarm system and check it often to make sure it works 

properly. 

Another way to protect your home is to make it look busy all the time. Leave the radio on when 

you are away and fit dusk-to-dawn lights in the garden. That way, anyone watching the house 

will think that someone is there. 

Finally, join a Neighbourhood Watch programme and call the police the moment you see 

something unusual in your neighbourhood. And remember: never put up a fight with a burglar. 

Just hand over your valuables and then call the police. It’s better to be safe than sorry. 

 

1.There are about fifteen burglaries every day. ........... 

2. Most burglaries happen in the daytime. ........... 

3. There’s not much we can do to protect our homes. ........... 

4. Never open the door before looking through the peephole. ........... 

5. You shouldn’t leave your valuables close to windows. ...........  

 

1. Grammar.  

1. Выберите правильную видовременную форму глагола.  

 

1. You ....... all night. You must be exhausted! 

A ’ve studied B are studying C ’ve been studying 
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2.They ....... him a car when they find an inexpensive one. 

A were buying B buy C will buy 

 

3.If you wake up early, you ....... late for work. 

A be B aren’t being C won’t be  

 

4. Tina’s not here. She ....... out with her friends.  

A goes B has been C has gone 

 

5. I ....... a new digital camera. I’m sure we’ll take nice pictures with it.  

A have bought B have been buying C haven’t bought 

 

6. If we continue to pollute the environment, many endangered species ....... extinct. 

A will become B become C are becoming  

 

1. Выбери правильный вариант ответа. 

1.He can’t drive if he doesn’t have a driving ....... . A licence B park C ride 

2. Do you ....... watching a film tonight? A fancy B like C feel 

3. He came ....... an old vase in the attic. A round B across C out 

4. As soon as we got to the campsite we put....... our tents. A on B into C up 

5. This film is quite ....... . A bored B boring C bore 

6. There are ....... of oranges in the fridge. A a lot B any C some 

7. The girl ....... father is a dentist is my best friend. A whose B which C who 

8. I can do it ....... . Thank you. A myself B herself C yourself 

9. That was the ....... film I have ever seen. A most creepy B creepier C creepiest 

10. Bob argued ....... his brother over the football match. A from B by C with 

 



 

 

 

 

2 Вариант 

I. Reading. 

Прочитайте текст и укажите, являются ли предложения после него верными (True) 

или неверными (False). 

Home Safety. 

 

In the United States there’s a burglary almost every fifteen seconds, especially during the day 

when people aren’t at home. But don’t be afraid. There are a lot of things you can do to protect 

your house from burglars. 

First of all, you shouldn’t let people you don’t know into your home. You should always look 

through the peephole before you open the door. It’s also a bad idea to leave money, jewellery or 

keys next to windows. Always lock all doors and windows when you leave the house, and if 

possible, install an alarm system and check it often to make sure it works properly. 

Another way to protect your home is to make it look busy all the time. Leave the radio on when 

you are away and fit dusk-to-dawn lights in the garden. That way, anyone watching the house 

will think that someone is there. 

Finally, join a Neighbourhood Watch programme and call the police the moment you see 

something unusual in your neighbourhood. And remember: never put up a fight with a burglar. 

Just hand over your valuables and then call the police. It’s better to be safe than sorry. 

 

1. You don’t need to test your alarm system. ........... 

2. Don’t leave radios on when you’re not home. ........... 

3. Dusk-to dawn lights will make people think you’re home. ........... 

4. If you see someone break into a house, call a Neighbourhood Watch programme. ........... 

5. If a burglar breaks into your home, don’t fight back. ........... 

 

II.Grammar.  

1. Выберите правильную видовременную форму глагола.  

 

1. If you wake up early, you ....... late for work. 

Итоговый тест (промежуточная аттестация) 

по английскому языку 

ученика(цы)___ «__» класса  
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A be B aren’t being C won’t be 

 

2. You ....... all night. You must be exhausted! 

A ’ve studied B are studying C ’ve been studying 

 

3.They ....... him a car when they find an inexpensive one. 

A were buying B buy C will buy 

 

4. We ....... since 2 pm. 

A ’ve been sleeping B ’ve slept C ’re sleeping 

 

5. I ....... my ankle and it really hurts. 

A ’ve twisted B ’m twisting C ’ve been twisting 

 

6.How long ....... in the rain?  

A are you standing B have you stood C have you been standin 

 

b) Выбери правильный вариант ответа. 

1. I think Renee Zellweger is very ....... . A noisy B attractive C great 

2. The government is trying to ....... pollution by using various methods. A reduce B emit C burn 

3. Why would he....... such a story? A up with B out C up make  

4. Brian took the video game ....... to the shop because it wasn’t working. A off B back C away 

5. Christopher is ....... of dogs. A scary B scaring C scared 

6. This coffee hasn’t got ....... sugar. I need to add some more. A a little B much C some 

7. This is the shop ....... we bought the laptop. A why B when C where 

8. To protect ....... from the heat we have to wear special gloves. A ourselves B yourselves C 

themselves 



9. Mike is ....... Pete. They will both do well on the exam. A as clever as B cleverer than C most 

clever 

10. According ....... the critics, it is the scariest film of all time. A from B with C to 

 

Промежуточная аттестация по английскому языку 7 класс 

3 Вариант 

I. Reading. 

Прочитайте текст и укажите, являются ли предложения после него верными (True) 

или неверными (False). 

Fire Safety. 

 

Fires that happen in the home are a very serious problem today. In America, there are over 

100,000 home fires 

every year and many start in the kitchen. There are a lot of things you can do to protect your 

house from fire. 

First of all, you need to follow a few safety rules. You should never leave the kitchen while you 

are cooking. It’s also a bad idea to wear loose clothes when you cook. Always keep the cooking 

area clean and don’t let children come very close to the cooker. 

It is also important to know what to do if a fire starts. If a pan catches fire, don’t throw water on 

it! Put a blanket 

over it and turn off the heat. If the fire doesn’t go out, call the fire brigade. If a fire starts inside 

the oven, keep the door shut and turn it off. If you burn yourself, run cold water over the burn. 

Finally, install a smoke alarm and learn how to use it. Also, know the number of your fire 

brigade by heart. It’s better to be safe than sorry.  

 

1. In America, there are more than 100,000 home fires a year. ........... 

2. A lot of home fires start in kitchens. ........... 

3. There’s not much we can do to stop fires. ........... 

4. You should always leave the kitchen while cooking. ........... 

5. You shouldn’t wear loose clothes when cooking. ........... 

 

II.Grammar.  

1. Выберите правильную видовременную форму глагола.  

1. She ....... the house at 7 this morning.  



A is leaving B left C leaves 

 

2. We ....... supper when there was a power cut.  

A were cooking B cooked C are cooking 

 

3. Look at that little boy! He ....... fall off his bike.  

A is going to B will C is 

 

4. Tina’s not here. She ....... out with her friends.  

A goes B has been C has gone 

 

5. I ....... a new digital camera. I’m sure we’ll take nice pictures with it.  

A have bought B have been buying C haven’t bought 

 

6. If we continue to pollute the environment, many endangered species ....... extinct. 

A will become B become C are becoming 

 

b ) Выбери правильный вариант ответа. 

 

1. I saw a ....... that was very funny. A thriller B romance C comedy 

2.The ....... at the shop decided to have a staff meeting. A shop assistant B cashier C manager 

3.We ran ....... bread, so I went to the bakery. A into B out of C over 

4.You can look ....... any unknown words. A after B forward to C up 

5.He is a very ....... person. He wouldn’t leave all the windows open. A responsible B 

irresponsible C responsibility 

6.Can I have ....... water, please? A some B a few C no 

7. This is the shop ....... we bought the laptop. A why B when C where 



8. Maria taught ....... how to play the guitar. A himself B herself C itself 

9. That was the ....... film I have ever seen. A most creepy B creepier C creepiest 

10. My friends like to hang ....... outside thelibrary building after school. A out B in C off 

 

 

 

 

Промежуточная аттестация по английскому языку 7 класс 

4 Вариант 

I. Reading. 

Прочитайте текст и укажите, являются ли предложения после него верными (True) 

или неверными (False). 

Fire Safety. 

Fires that happen in the home are a very serious problem today. In America, there are over 

100,000 home fires 

every year and many start in the kitchen. There are a lot of things you can do to protect your 

house from fire. 

First of all, you need to follow a few safety rules. You should never leave the kitchen while you 

are cooking. It’s also a bad idea to wear loose clothes when you cook. Always keep the cooking 

area clean and don’t let children come very close to the cooker. 

It is also important to know what to do if a fire starts. If a pan catches fire, don’t throw water on 

it! Put a blanket 

over it and turn off the heat. If the fire doesn’t go out, call the fire brigade. If a fire starts inside 

the oven, keep the door shut and turn it off. If you burn yourself, run cold water over the burn. 

Finally, install a smoke alarm and learn how to use it. Also, know the number of your fire 

brigade by heart. It’s better to be safe than sorry.  

 

1. You should keep your cooking area clean. ........... 

2. Children should stay close to the cooker. ........... 

3. If a fire starts, pour water on it to put it out. ........... 

4. Call the fire brigade if a fire doesn’t go out right away. ........... 

5. You should have a smoke alarm and know how to use it. ........... 

 



1. Grammar.  

a)Выберите правильную видовременную форму глагола.  

1. She ....... the house at 7 this morning. A is leaving B left C leaves 

2. We ....... supper when there was a power cut. A were cooking B cooked C are cooking 

3. Look at that little boy! He ....... fall off his bike. A is going to B will C is 

4. Tina’s not here. She ....... out with her friends. A goes B has been C has gone 

5. I ....... a new digital camera. I’m sure we’ll take nice pictures with it.  

A have bought B have been buying C haven’t bought 

6.How long ....... in the rain? A are you standing B have you stood C have you been standing 

b) Выбери правильный вариант ответа. 

1. Use the watering ....... to water the flowers. A bag B can C gloves 

2. We bought some crayons from the ....... shop. A homeware B stationery C jewellery 

3.We ran ....... bread, so I went to the bakery. A into B out of C over 

4.You can look ....... any unknown words. A after B forward to C up 

5.He is a very ....... person. He wouldn’t leave all the windows open. A responsible B 

irresponsible C responsibility6. 

6. This coffee hasn’t got ....... sugar. I need to add some more. A a little B much C some 

7. This is the shop ....... we bought the laptop. A why B when C where 

8. To protect ....... from the heat we have to wear special gloves. A ourselves B yourselves C 

themselves 

9. That was the ....... film I have ever seen. A most creepy B creepier C creepiest 

10. I went to Berlin two years ....... . A since B before C ago 

 


